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and right translation by G. Further let xa(x) =trace (T(x))=X=1
Ta(x)ii. The function X, is called the character of a and it, as well as V,a, is independent of the choice of Tax E a. 
This operation makes G into a hypergroup. For each a E G, there is a conjugate as C G such that xd(x) = (Xa(x)) -(x E G). If Ec G and E 0 Ec E, then E is called a subhypergroup, and if further E= {c-: a E E}c E then E is called a normal subhypergroup.
For any set SC G, let S' ={a E G^ : Sc kernel Tax} then S' is a normal subhypergroup. For Ec G, let E='n.QE (kernel T), a closed normal subgroup of G. Helgason [7] has shown that if H is a closed normal subgroup of G then (H')' = H.
If E is a normal subhypergroup of G and a c G then a 0 E is called a hypercoset of E. We will prove later that G is the disjoint union of hypercosets of E.
Let X be an n-dimensional complex inner product space. Let q(X) be the space of linear maps: X-> X. The operator norm of A ec (X) is defined to be jgA Ilo =sup {Atj: c E X, 161 < 1}. The trace of A is defined to be Tr A= 1 i, ) where {6}i1% is any orthonormal basis for X and (., ) is the inner product in X. Observe that the Fourier algebra of G/H is isomorphic to a closed subalgebra of A(G), namely A(H') (which we will denote by AH), since (G/H)^ may be identified with H'. We will now decompose A(G) into a direct sum of AH-modules. H>--f b is a weakly compact operator of A(G) into Y (G) (fe A(G) , n= 1, 2, 3,. ... We must show that {fJ n} has a weakly convergent subsequence. There are two possibilities for {fa}:
We claim that M(T) = A, in fact iff E A, then assign to each x E G the function f(x, *): h1 v->f(h1x) = (R(x)J)(h1). Now A, is invariant under the right translation [February

R(x) so R(x)f IH E V, thus f(x, -) E V. Further for x c G, h E H, f(hx, h,)=f(h,hx) =f(x, h,h) = i-(h)f(x, h1) (h1 E H), that is, f(hx, )= i-(h)f(x, *). Finally to check the coordinate functions of f(x, -) let g E V and consider the function X H->-(f(X, '), g)H = H f(hx)(g(h)) -dmH
Proof. Let {fn}cE=Ua B, with fn E Ban
(1) There are infinitely many distinct cosets a<n X H'. That is, there exists a subsequence fnj such that the sets cr (fn (-nc , X H' are all disjoint. Then fn1-+ b O weakly by Theorem 3.7.
